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As I search my own genealogical lines for connections to Kapa making, I 
have learned much about the history of papermaking, paper mills, and to my 
surprise, a return to “bark cloth” making as a sustainable market in Uganda 
through a German partnership. 
 
My search took me through the general history of paper making, from China 
to Japan, eventually moving through Europe and to the new world.  Original 
paper makers in Egypt used similar Kapa methods, harvesting papyrus and 
pounding it into sheets.  When the process was first practiced in China, 
Mulberry trees and hemp were used in a similar matter.  The “kapa” practice 
seems to have continued on it’s voyage from China through Polynesia, south 
America and Africa, but “papermaking” practice seems to have won out on 
the voyage from China to Europe and onto America.  
 
The first “paper making” practices included the use of rags turned into pulp, 
and a screen used to make sheets or mats of paper.  This practice would 
continue throughout the world and into colonial America, eventually using 
only rags as the base material for paper making.  As rags became scarce a 
new technology was developed using wood pulp.  This process evolved 
using different techniques to “digest” or ferment the pulp to make finer 
sheets of paper. (Of note, this practice was also evolving in Hawaiian Kapa, 
enabling practitioners to make finer sheets of bark cloth.)  Hand made paper 
was still the only type available world wide, but paper mills made it possible 
to create the large quantities now in demand.  Eventually a papermaking 
machine was invented and from here we move into modern paper 
production. 
 
I was surprised to find no other mention of bark cloth from ancient celtic 
peoples, which is my non-hawaiian heritage.  I thought I’d find some sort of 
similar process even in the early American settlements, perhaps passed from 
native Americans. If it’s there, I didn’t find it!  My family history is 
identified much more with American settlement than stories of the “old 
world”, and as I searched for paper making in early English settlements, and  
Scott-Irish communities in the first Southern Colonies, and then to the 
German’s who settled the Minnesota areas, I was intrigued to find a strong 



tradition of paper production in both geographical areas due to the forests 
available.  My family in the south still owns a tree-farm which I can only 
imagine was used in part for paper production.  What I also found was a 
history of abandoned mills, fires, pollution, and all of the ills that go along 
with any fast growing, consumer driven industry.  It made me very sad, and 
at the same time more committed to my Kapa education. 
 
As I continued searching for a cultural connection to Kapa outside of Hawaii 
or Polynesia, I was excited to find an article written in 1906 in a Bostonian 
newspaper detailing the making of bark cloth in Uganda, and a German 
nationalist’s interest in it as an industry and art form.  The article, “Cloth 
From Bark”, goes on to say: 
 “ This Bark cloth has been on the American market for some time, as I have 
seen articles manufactured from it, such as ladies’ shopping bags, card cases, 
book covers, caps and hats, table covers embroidered, mats, etc.  It will be 
used extensively here in Germany by many different manufacturers on 
account of its novelty and of the cheapness for making innumerable articles 
for the masses”.   
(The article ends with a brief shout out to the Hawaiian Island’s Kapa cloth.) 
Boston Evening Transcript-July 30, 1906 
 
 
OK! Bark cloth extensively used in America!  So where’s the evidence?  
Could my American relatives from Germany, England, and Scottland be 
using a material perfected by my relatives in Hawaii? 
Alas, my google searches for bark cloth traditions continue around the same 
loop-Asia to Polynesia = bark cloth, Asia to Europe to America = paper 
making.  I found no bark cloth use in America.  But, interestingly enough, I 
have found that there is a continued trend of using Uganda made bark cloth 
in German industry. 
 
A UNESCO endorsed  “globalized Ugandan-German family business 
successfully creating value against the tide, since 1999.” 
(english.barkcloth.de) is producing Bark Cloth and Barktex products in 
Uganda and Germany.  On March 10, 2013, an article entitled “Barkcloth 
and Barktex:  Textile made from trees, MOD Must Haves, pure, novel, 
tactile, for textile lovers”, on the website moddesignguru.com was written 
illustrating the novel uses of the Bark Cloth product line.   
 
“The production is simple but craftsmanship is 
required to produce excellent quality. Backed with 
technical fleece or shimmering silk, dyed with rare 
plants and coated against fire and water, the 



potential range of use is enormous: fashion, interiors 
and automotive.” 

 



 
 
How exciting and surprising!  A modern German connection?   
As a modern artist with both native Hawaiian roots and German heritage, 
this information was inspiring.  My personal interest is historic, but even 
more so, my interest is in the future of Kapa and traditional Native Hawaiian 
practices, and my future relationship with these art forms.  I find it 
remarkable that the current commercial production is happening in very 
international way, and proves that our world is indeed shrinking.  My hope is 
that Hawaiian Kapa production will return in practice and profit for 
Hawaiian people, rather than becoming yet another statistic in the Hawaiian 
cultural export by non-Hawaiian people.  Hawaiians need to own our 
traditions, our images, and our legacies and not have them turned into the 
filtered and bastardized versions of former truths.   
I applaud UNESCO for recognizing the importance of Uganda’s Bark Cloth 
traditions, and I hope above all else that the Hawaiian tradition of Kapa will 
find a way into the global design and cultural community. 
 
Go Dalani!!! 


